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Intel v AMD

The empire
strikes back

After a difficult patch, Intel has retaken
the technical lead from its rival AMD

MANY industries are dominated by
warring duopolies, from Boeing and

Airbus in aviation to Coke and Pepsi in soft
drinks. Such rivalries keep the companies
on their toes and enhance choice and com-
petition for customers. The market for
microprocessors, the chips that power
computers, has long been dominated by
Intel, the world's largest chipmaker. But in
recent years a series of stumbles allowed
its rival, Advanced Micro Devices (AMD),
also based in California, to capture the
technical lead and win market share.

Intel's response was a manoeuvre that
its boss, Paul Otellini, described five years
ago as the "right-hand turn". In the past
few weeks Intel completed the turn with
the launch of a new range of chips that has
put the company back on top. "What you
see playing out in the marketplace today is
the result of turning the wheel many years
ago," says an ebullient Mr Otellini.

AMD had outflanked Intel in several re-
spects. It devised a clever way to enable
chips to handle data in both 32-bit and 64-
bit chunks, which improves performance.
Intel reluctantly conceded in 2004 that
AMD'S approach had merit, and adopted it
too. AMD had also argued for years that
there was more to performance than sim-
ply getting chips to run at ever higher clock
speeds, the approach favoured by Intel.
Sure enough, Intel eventually hit a wall. So
it followed the lead of AMD and other
firms and embraced a new approach to
chip design, in which performance is im-
proved and energy-consumption reduced
by sharing out the number-crunching be-
tween several "cores" in each chip.

The launch of its new chips, and in par-
ticular the Core 2 Duo, has demonstrated
that Intel has now successfully navigated
the transition. That chip, as its name sug-
gests, contains two processing cores, and
its performance has won it rave reviews.
Last month Intel cemented its comeback
with the launch of its first four-core chips,
several months ahead of schedule—and,
crucially, ahead of AMD, which will not
launch such chips until mid-2OO7.

Intel has not just been revamping its
products. It has also refocused and reor-
ganised itself in order to compete better
with AMD. A cost-cutting drive is expected
to save $2 billion next year and $3 billion in
2008. Around 10% of the workforce has
been laid off. Intel also sold its struggling
communications-chip unit. In hindsight,
the effort to slim down and improve per-
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Dell

Commoditise this

The computer-maker hopes to do for services what it did for hardware

POOR Dell. The computer-maker faces
lacklustre profits, a volatile share

price, a costly product recall, defecting
executives and an investigation of its ac-
counts by American regulators. It has
even lost its position as the world's big-
gest PC-maker to Hewlett-Packard, its re-
vitalised rival. The firm best known for
turning computers into commodities has
found itself commoditised.

What went wrong? Dell's rivals fig-
ured out how to emulate its low-cost
manufacturing operations and benefited
from growing retail sales of PCS to con-
sumers. Dell, by contrast, concentrates
on selling to business customers via the
web, where growth is slower.

Its response is a bundle of initiatives
called, with the prevailing fashion, "Dell
2.0". This includes improving Dell's
website, revamping customer support,
doing more cross-selling, further squeez-
ing its supply chain, refreshing its hard-
ware designs and pushing harder into
emerging markets. But the area with the
greatest promise-and the most potential
pitfalls—is Dell's plan to put more em-
phasis on services. In essence, Dell
hopes to commoditise technology ser-
vices just as it commoditised hardware.

formance for the long term probably ought
to have been done during the 1990s, says
Mr Otellini. "Success breeds some degree
of complacency," he says.

AMD has capitalised on Intel's difficul-
ties in recent years to emerge as its first
really credible rival. It has a market share
of over 20%, has broken into the market for
high-end server chips, and has persuaded
Dell, a big computer-maker which used to
have an Intel-only policy, to use its chips.
Most important, says Hector Ruiz, AMD'S
boss, his firm's chips are now used in "mis-

The initiative got a boost on Novem-
ber i4th when Dell took the rare step of
acquiring a company: it bought ACS, a
British technology-services firm with a
strong presence in London's financial
district. Dell's plan is to move up from
basic things like PC support to more so-
phisticated services such as designing
and installing big computer systems. As
with other markets it has attacked from
below, such as servers and storage, Dell
plans to undercut the incumbents with
lower prices and thinner margins.

Dell's services business already
brings in around $5 billion a year,
roughly 10% of its sales, and the margins
are far higher than on hardware. Its hard-
ware business is growing at around 5% a
year, but its services division is growing
by more than 20%. Dell's European ser-
vices group has doubled both revenues
and customers this year, says Paul Bell,
the firm's boss in the region.

Yet moving farther into services
could put Dell in competition with its
own customers, since many services
firms buy Dell gear on behalf of their cli-
ents. Worse, Dell's move comes just as
the services business is looking tougher
than ever, due to the rise of Indian firms.

sion critical" applications by big firms such
as Oracle and Boeing. "It makes us feel
we've been accepted," he says.

Mr Ruiz concedes that Intel's new chips
have now "closed the gap". But his firm
has new products up its sleeve. Earlier this
year AMD bought ATI, a maker of high-
performance graphics chips. It plans a new
product range that fuses the graphics chip
with the microprocessor—something Intel
would find hard to replicate.

Even so, AMD grumbles that it is still
not competing on equal terms because of
Intel's allegedly anti-competitive practices
(such as special incentives for customers
who favour Intel). Regulators in Europe
and Asia are investigating, and AMD has
launched a lawsuit against Intel in Amer-
ica. Intel denies wrongdoing. But if noth-
ing else, the regulatory scrutiny seems to
have emboldened computer-makers,
which were previously wary of offending
Intel, to become cosier with AMD.

All of which means that the market for
processor chips is now a two-horse race,
and the two firms will probably alternate
in technical leadership, suggests Nathan
Brookwood of Insight64, a research firm.
Following Intel's comeback, it will be inter-
esting to see how AMD responds. •
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